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Abstract
Letm, n be positive integers such thatmn and k be a ﬁeld.We consider all pairs (B,A)whereB is
a ﬁnite dimensional T n-bounded k[T ]-module andA is a submodule ofB which is T m-bounded. They
form the objects of the submodule categorySm(k[T ]/T n) which is a Krull–Schmidt category with
Auslander–Reiten sequences. The case m = n deals with submodules of k[T ]/T n-modules and has
been studied well. In this paper we determine the representation type of the categoriesSm(k[T ]/T n)
also for the cases where m<n: It turns out that there are only ﬁnitely many indecomposables in
Sm(k[T ]/T n) if either m< 3, n< 6, or (m, n)= (3, 6); the category is tame if (m, n) is one of the
pairs (3, 7), (4, 6), (5, 6), or (6, 6); otherwise,Sm(k[T ]/T n) has wild representation type.Moreover,
in each of the ﬁnite or tame cases we describe the indecomposables and picture theAuslander–Reiten
quiver.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For a ring , the submodule category S() has as objects all pairs (A ⊆ B) where
B is a ﬁnite length -module and A a submodule of B. The morphisms from (A ⊆ B) to
(A′ ⊆ B ′) are given by the-linear maps f : B → B ′ which mapA intoA′. Form a natural
number, the category Sm() of bounded submodules is the full subcategory of S() of
all pairs (A ⊆ B) for which rad mA= 0 holds.
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Categories of type Sm() are exact Krull–Schmidt categories, so every object has a
decomposition as a direct sum of indecomposables; this decomposition is unique up to
isomorphism and reordering. Aim is the classiﬁcation of the indecomposable objects in
the case where  = k[T ]/T n and k is a ﬁeld. The following theorem describes the com-
plexity of this classiﬁcation problem. It complements known results for the situation where
m= n.
Theorem 1.1. Let mn be positive integers and k be a ﬁeld.
1. The categorySm(k[T ]/T n) is representation ﬁnite if n< 6, or if m< 3, or if (m, n)=
(3, 6).
2. The categorySm(k[T ]/T n) has tame inﬁnite representation type in case (m, n) is one
of the pairs (3, 7), (4, 6), (5, 6), or (6, 6).
3. Otherwise the categorySm(k[T ]/T n) is of wild representation type.
First we relate our results to Birkhoff’s problem on the classiﬁcation of subgroup em-
beddings and list further related results. Then we observe that the objects inSm(k[T ]/T n)
are just the possible conﬁgurations of a vector space together with a subspace that is in-
variant under the action of a nilpotent endomorphism. In the second section we present our
methods: Homological algebra, in particularAuslander–Reiten theory, and covering theory.
Finally in the third section, we investigate the submodule categorySm(k[T ]/T n) in each
of the following cases: (1) m= 1; (2) m= 2; (3) m= n− 1; (4) m= 3, n= 5; (5) m= 3,
n=6, which is the largest among the representation ﬁnite cases; (6)m=3, n=7, where we
comment on Birkhoff’s family of indecomposables; (7)m=3, n=8 with a discussion of the
wild cases; and (8) m= 4, n= 6 with a short discussion ofS4(k[T ]/T 6) as a subcategory
ofS(k[T ]/T 6).
We mention some related results. For the representation ﬁnite cases, the classiﬁcation
of the indecomposables has been completed in [9] in case m = n5 and in [15] in case
(m, n) is one of the pairs (3, 5), (3, 6), or (2, n) for some n. A description of the category
S(k[T ]/T 6) can be found in [12]. The categoriesS4(Z/p8) andS5(Z/p10) are presented
as examples of categories of inﬁnite and of wild type in [1, Examples 8.2.5 and 8.2.6]. For
the interplay between the categoryS(Z/pn) and the corresponding categoryS(k[T ]/T n)
where k = Z/pn we refer the reader to [11].
There is another family of classiﬁcation problems, also indexed by two integer valued
parameters,  and n, say. The category C,n(k) has as objects all possible chains
0= U0 ⊆ U1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ U = V
of submodules of a k[T ]/T n-module V; a morphism f : ((Ui);V ) → ((U ′i );V ′) is a
k[T ]-linear map f : V → V ′ which preserves the submodules. In [16], the representation
type for each of the categories C,n(k) is determined.
Some results from this paper have been presented to the Budapest-Chemnitz-Prague-
Torun Algebra Symposion (Budapest, May 2001) and to the International Conference on
Representations of Algebras (ICRA XI, Patzcuaro, August 2004).
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1.1. The second minimal family of subgroup embeddings
There is a corresponding problem where  = Z/pn, so the objects in the category
S(Z/pn) are the pairs (A ⊆ B) where B is a ﬁnite abelian pn-bounded group and A a
subgroup ofB. These subgroup embeddings have attracted a lot of attention since Birkhoff’s
work in 1934. He observes in [4, Corollary 15.1] that the number of isomorphism types of
embeddings (A ⊆ B) where B = Z/p6 ⊕ Z/p4 ⊕ Z/p2 and AZ/p4 ⊕ Z/p2 tends to
inﬁnity with p. In fact, if B is generated by three elements x, y, z of order p6, p4, p2, and
if A is the subgroup of B generated by u = p2x + py + z and v = p2y + pz for some
parameter = 0, . . . , p − 1, as pictured below, then the pairs (A ⊆ B) form a family of
indecomposable and pairwise nonisomorphic objects inS4(Z/p6). This family is minimal
in the sense that n= 6 is minimal. However, m= 4 is not minimal: there is a second fam-
ily (C ⊆ D)∈k of indecomposable and pairwise nonisomorphic objects in the category
S3(k[T ]/T 7); here the value for m is minimal. According to Corollary 3.10, the corre-
sponding family in S3(Z/p7) consists of indecomposable and pairwise nonisomorphic
subgroup embeddings, also denoted by (C ⊆ D), as follows:
The big group D has ﬁve generators x1, . . . , x5 of order p7, p6, p4, p3, and p, and the
subgroup C is generated by elements u1=p4x1+px4+ x5, u2=p3x2+p2x3+ x5, and
u3 = p3x3 + p2x4 of order 3, 3, and 1, respectively.
1.2. An equivalent problem: invariant subspaces of a vector space
We consider all triples (V ;U, f )whereV is a ﬁnite dimensional vector space over a ﬁeld
k, f : V → V a k-linear map and U a subspace of V which is invariant under the action of
f. The morphisms from (V ;U, f ) to (V ′;U ′, f ′) are given by k-linear maps h : V → V ′
which preserve the subspace, that is, h(U) ⊆ U ′ holds, and which commute with the action
of f: hf ′ = f h.
Assuming that the map f acts nilpotently, then the triple (V ;U, f ) has two isomorphism
invariants, namely the nilpotency indices m and n of the action of f on U and on V,
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respectively. Denote byS(m′, n′) the category of all triples for which the nilpotency indices
satisfy mm′ and nn′.
Lemma 1.2. The categoriesS(m, n) andSm(k[T ]/T n) are equivalent.
Proof. The action of the variable T in k[T ]/T n is given by f. 
2. Homological properties
Let  be an artin algebra, or more general, a locally bounded associative k-algebra over
a local commutative artinian ring k. Then  may not have a unit element but it is assumed
that there is a complete set {ei : i ∈ I } of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents such
that each of the indecomposable projective modules ei and ei has ﬁnite length (see
for example [8]). For terminology related to representation theory, like Auslander–Reiten
quiver or -orbit, we refer the reader to [2].
Many properties of the category Sm() of bounded submodules are obtained from a
corresponding categoryHm() of morphisms between bounded modules, similar to the
interplay betweenS() andH() studied in [13]. The objects inHm() are the-linear
homomorphisms (f : A → B) where B is a ﬁnite length -module and A a ﬁnite length
/rad m-module; homomorphisms in this category of homomorphisms are given by the
commutative diagrams. Thus Hm() is equivalent to the category of modules over the
triangular matrix ring T =
(
/rad m
0
/rad m

)
. With the exact structure inherited from T-
mod, the categorySm() of rad m-bounded submodules becomes a full exact subcategory
of a module category; it is closed under subobjects and extensions.As all objects inHm()
have ﬁnite length, it follows that withHm() alsoSm() is a Krull–Schmidt category.
2.1. Auslander–Reiten sequences
Let (f : A→ B) be an object inHm(), and let e′ : Ker f → I be an injective envelope
and e : A→ I be an extension of e′ to A. Then the two canonical maps
(A
f−−→B)−−→(Im f ⊆ B) and (A
(
f
e
)
−−→B ⊕ I )−−→(A f−−→B)
modulo the kernel of f and modulo I, respectively, are a minimal left approximation and a
minimal right approximation of (f : A → B) in Sm(). Thus, the category Sm() has
Auslander–Reiten sequences [3, Theorem 2.4].
We describe the indecomposable projective and the indecomposable injective objects in
Sm().
Proposition 2.1. Let P be an indecomposable projective -module and I an indecompos-
able injective -module.
1. The module (0 ⊆ P) is a projective object inSm() with sink map the inclusion map
(0 ⊆ radP)→ (0 ⊆ P).
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2. The module (P/rad mP ⊆ P/rad mP ) is a projective object in Sm(); the inclusion
map (radP/rad mP ⊆ P/rad mP )→ (P/rad mP ⊆ P/rad mP ) is a sink map.
3. The module (0 ⊆ I ) is a (relatively) injective object in Sm() with source map the
inclusion map (0 ⊆ I )→ (soc I ⊆ I ).
4. The module (socmI ⊆ I ) is injective in Sm() and a source map is given by the
canonical map (socmI ⊆ I )→ (socmI/soc I ⊆ I/soc I ).
5. Each projective and each injective indecomposable representation inSm() has this
form.
Proof. The modules (0 ⊆ P) and (P/rad mP ⊆ P/rad mP ) are indecomposable projec-
tive modules in the categoryHm(), and each indecomposable projective module in this
category has this form. Also the sink maps are in fact sink maps in the categoryHm().
The module (0 ⊆ I ) is (relatively) injective in the categoryS(), and hence inSm(),
and the source map is as speciﬁed.
The module (socmI ⊆ I ) is injective inHm() and hence inSm(). The source map
in Sm() is obtained by taking the composition of the source map (socmI ⊆ I ) →
(socmI → I/soc I ) in Hm() with the left approximation (socmI → I/soc I ) →
(socmI/soc I ⊆ I/soc I ) inSm().
It remains to verify the last assertion for injective modules. Let (A ⊆ B) inSm() be
an indecomposable relatively injective module, and let u : A → I and w : B/A → J be
injective envelopes in the category -mod . Since rad mA= 0, the map u : A→ I restricts
to a map u′ : A → socmI . Also, since I is an injective -module, u extends to a map
u′′ : B → I . This morphism maps A into socmI and hence gives rise to a cokernel map
u′′′ : B/A → I/socmI . Then v =
(
u′′
can ◦w
)
: B → I ⊕ J makes the upper part of the
following diagram commutative:
0 −−→ A −−→ B can−−→ B/A −−→ 0
u′

 v

(
u′′′
w
)
0 −−→ socmI
(

0
)
−−−−−−→ I ⊕ J
(
can 0
0 1
)
−−−−−−→ I/socmI ⊕ J −−→ 0


(socmI)/A
f−−→ (I ⊕ J )/Im v −−→ X −−→ 0
The row at the bottom is the cokernel sequence. Since
(
u′′′
w
)
is a monomorphism, so is f, by
the snake lemma. Hence the ﬁrst two columns of the diagram deﬁne a short exact sequence
in the categorySm():
0−−→(A ⊆ B)−−→(socmI ⊆ I ⊕ J )−−→(socmI/A ⊆ (I ⊕ J )/Im v)−−→0
By assumption, the object (A ⊆ B) is relatively injective, and hence this sequence is split
exact. Thus, (A ⊆ B) is isomorphic to one of the indecomposable summands of the middle
term, by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem. This is to say that (A ⊆ B) is isomorphic to
one of the indecomposable injective modules in our list. 
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Example 1. In case = k[T ]/T n, there are the following indecomposable projective and
injective modules. The object Y = (0 ⊆ ) is projective and relatively injective, P =
(/rad m ⊆ /rad m) is projective, and I = (rad n−m ⊆ ) is injective inSm(). As
usual in this paper, given an object (A ⊆ B) inSm(k[T ]/T n), we picture each generator
of the -module B by a column of boxes and the image of each generator of A in B by a dot
or a dotted line:
Clearly, the modules P and I are isomorphic in case m= n.
An indecomposable object is called stable if there is no projective or injective module in
its orbit under theAuslander–Reiten translation. The following result provides an overview
for our ﬁndings in this paper.
Theorem 2.2. The table below speciﬁes the stable part of the Auslander–Reiten quiver for
each of the categoriesSm(k[T ]/T n) which have ﬁnite or tame representation type.
For D a Dynkin or a Euclidean diagram,  denotes the translation  : ZD → ZD, (, d)
→ (− 1, d); the map  is an automorphism of order two on ZD which is induced by an
automorphism of order two on the underlyingDynkin diagramD=An,D4, or E6; similarly,
 is the map on ZD4 induced from the rotation on D4. By Ta,b,c we denote a family of
tubular components of the Auslander–Reiten quiver; the family is indexed by P1(k), the
set of simple k[T ]-modules, up to isomorphism; all tubes have circumference one, with the
exception of three tubes of circumference a, b, and c. The symbol indicates a tubular
category of type E8.
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2.2. Galois coverings
Weuse covering theory (see [5,6]) to obtain information about the indecomposable objects
and about the shape of theAuslander–Reiten quiver, in particular for the representation ﬁnite
and tame categories of typeSm(k[T ]/T n).
The categorySm(k[T ]/T n) is just the category of representations of the quiver
which satisfy the relations = , m = 0, n = 0, and the extra condition that the map 
is a monomorphism. The Galois covering ofQ is the quiver Q˜.
Let A∞∞ be the double inﬁnite linear quiver, it has vertex set Z and for each i ∈ Z, there is
an arrow i : (i − 1) ← i. By (n) we denote the ideal generated by all compositions of
n arrows. The associative k-algebra kA∞∞/n is locally bounded, more precisely it is serial
in the sense that each indecomposable module has a unique composition series, which
has length at most n. Then the category Sm(kA∞∞/n) of m-bounded submodules of
kA∞∞/n-modules consists of those representations of Q˜ which satisfy the commutativity
relations ii−1 = ii , the nilpotency relations m = 0 and n = 0 for all compositions
of m and n arrows i and j , respectively, and the extra condition that all the maps i are
monomorphisms.
There are two functors deﬁned onSm(kA∞∞/n). The shift maps an objectM = ((M ′i )i
(i )i−−→(Mi)i) toM[1]= ((M ′i−1)i (i−1)i−−→(Mi−1)i) and is a selfequivalence onSm(kA∞∞/n).
The covering functor F : Sm(kA∞∞/n) → Sm(k[T ]/T n) assigns to M the module
FM = (⊕iM ′i −−→⊕iMi) where  is the diagonal map given by the i , and the action of
T on
⊕
iM
′
i and on
⊕
iMi is given by the maps for the arrows i and i , respectively.
Obviously, F is invariant under the shift: FM[1]FM .
Example 2. We picture the projective and the injective indecomposable representations in
the categorySm(kA∞∞/n). It follows from Proposition 2.1 that there are three orbits under
the shift of projective or injective indecomposables: The modules P [i], pictured below by
their dimension type, are indecomposable projective and not relatively injective, the I [i]
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are injective, and the Y [i] projective and relatively injective. The index i is chosen such that
the leftmost (and in the case of P [i] the rightmost) nonzero entry in the bottom row is at
position i in Q˜.
P [i] = · · ·· · ·
0
0
0
0
1
1
· · ·
· · ·
1
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m ones
0
0
0
0
· · ·
· · · I [i] =
· · ·
· · ·
0
0
0
0
m ones︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
1
· · ·
· · ·
1
1
0
1
· · ·
· · ·
0
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n ones
0
0
0
0
· · ·
· · ·
Y [i] = · · ·· · ·
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
· · ·
· · ·
0
1
0
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n ones
0
0
0
0
· · ·
· · ·
Observe that the covering functor preserves projective and injective objects: With the nota-
tion from Example 1 we have FP [i] = P , FI [i] = I and FY [i] = Y .
Deﬁnition. The support ofM ∈Sm(kA∞∞/n) is the full subcategory suppM of Q˜ given
by all points x withMx = 0.We say thatSm(kA∞∞/n) is locally support ﬁnite if for each
point x, the union⋃
{suppM : M ∈ indSm(kA∞∞/n) such that Mx = 0}
is a ﬁnite set.
We recall the following result from [12, Section 2]:
Theorem 2.3. Let F :Sm(kA∞∞/n)→Sm(k[T ]/T n) be the covering functor.
1. The functor F induces a one-to-one correspondence between the orbits under the shift
of the isoclasses of indecomposable objects in Sm(kA∞∞/n) and the isoclasses of
indecomposable objects inSm(k[T ]/T n).
2. Moreover,F preservesAuslander–Reiten sequences and induces a one-to-onemap from
the factor of the Auslander–Reiten quiver forSm(kA∞∞/n) modulo the shidft into the
Auslander–Reiten quiver forSm(k[T ]/T n).
3. If the category Sm(kA∞∞/n) is locally support ﬁnite then the one-to-one maps in 1.
and 2. are bijective.
4. ForM,N ∈Sm(kA∞∞/n) the following formula holds:
HomSm(k[T ]/T n)(FM,FN)=
⊕
i∈Z
HomSm(kA∞∞/n)(M[i], N)
3. Bounded submodules of modules
Notation. Givenm<n, letSm(n) be an abbreviation forSm(kA∞∞/n). In order to com-
pute the indecomposables in Sm(n) and to determine the Auslander–Reiten quiver for
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Sm(n), we will usually consider some full subquiverQ+ of Q˜, for example
and form the factor algebra B+ of the path algebra kQ+ modulo the ideal given by the
commutativity relations ii−1 = ii and the nilpotency relations n = 0 and m = 0.
By Si, Pi, Ii and S′i , P ′i , I ′i we denote the simple, projective, and injective indecomposable
B+-modules corresponding to the points i and i′, respectively. Depending on the index i,
the objects in kQ˜-mod given by P ′i and P [i]may or may not coincide, and similarly for Pi
and Y [i] and for Ii and I [i]. In order to detect which B+-modules correspond to objects in
Sm(n), the following easy result will be useful.
Lemma 3.1. The following assertions are equivalent forM ∈ modB+:
1. M ∈Sm(n).
2. All mapsM(i ) are monomorphisms.
3. Hom B+(S′i ,M)= 0 for all i ∈ Z.
We can now consider the various choices for m and n.
3.1. The case m= 1
For each of the categoriesS1(n) andS1(k[T ]/T n) we determine the indecomposable
representations and obtain the Auslander–Reiten quiver.
LetM be an indecomposable object inS1(n). We may assume that the vector spacesMi
are all zero for i < 0 and thatM0 = 0; otherwise replaceM by a translate under the shift.
Thus,M is a representation of the following subquiver ofQ such thatM0 = 0.
InS1(n) the arrows in the upper row in Q˜ represent the zero map, so the commutativity re-
lations degenerate to zero relations as indicated. Moreover, any composition of n horizontal
arrows is zero. Let B+ be the factor algebra of kQ+ modulo these relations. We are going
to show thatM has support in the solid part ofQ+, which forms a diagram of Dynkin type
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An. Consider the left hand part of the Auslander–Reiten quiver for B+. As usual in this
paper, we display dimension vectors in such a way that the two leftmost entries represent
the positions 0 and 0′.
The module in the box is I [0]. Since M0 = 0, there is a nonzero morphism M → I [0],
and hence M is one of the 2n indecomposable and pairwise nonisomorphic modules in
the picture which have a path to I [0]. Note that the module S′0 occurs as an irreducible
successor of I [0], so no module of type S′i has a nonzero map to M and hence each of the
2nmodules is inS1(n), by Lemma 3.1. The 2n predecessors of I [0] form the fundamental
domain D for the shift inS1(n), as indicated by the shaded region: Each indecomposable
object M in S1(n) occurs in exactly one of the sets D[i]. Here the index is given by
i =min{j : Mj = 0}.
In order to determine the Auslander–Reiten structure forS1(n), we compute the source
map for each objectM inD. We have already seen that the source map for I [0]= (soc I0 ⊆
I0) is the map (soc I0 ⊆ I0) → (0 ⊆ I0/soc I0). We claim that otherwise, the source map
M → N in B+-mod is also the source map in the categoryS1(n): Clearly, N is an object
inS1(n), and the factorization property for a source map holds: Take an indecomposable
module T which occurs in D[i], say, and a nonisomorphism t : M → T . If i0 then
HomS(M, T )=Hom B+(M, T ) and t factors through N; if i < 0 then there is no nonzero
map in HomS(M, T ) since Hom B+(M[−i], T [−i]) = 0. Thus, in any case, t factors
through N.
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Themodules on the upper diagonal inD coincidewith those in the diagonal underneathD,
up to the shift andwith the exception of the last one,Y [0].However, themodule rad Y [1]does
occur in the diagonal underneath D and we can restore the missing irreducible morphism
as rad Y [1] → Y [1], obtaining the upper diagonal in the domain D[1]. Attaching all the
fundamental domainsD[i] to each other we obtain theAuslander–Reiten quiver forS1(n);
it is repetitive, up to the shift, as expected. For example, if n= 3 we obtain
We will usually picture only one copy of the fundamental domain:
For the corresponding categories of typeS1(k[T ]/T n)we use covering theory to obtain:
Proposition 3.2. Let m = 1. The category Sm(k[T ]/T n) has 2n indecomposables; they
are of the form (0 ⊆ k[T ]/T i) or (T i−1k[T ]/T i ⊆ k[T ]/T i) for some 1 in. The
Auslander–Reiten quiver for Sm(k[T ]/T n) has the shape of a bounded tube with one
coray and two rays, or conversely. The Auslander–Reiten translation shifts objects along
a helix; the two orbits are ﬁnite and nonperiodic of length 1 and 2n − 1. The examples
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below are obtained from the Auslander–Reiten quivers forS1(n) by identifying the objects
modulo the shift.
3.2. The case m= 2
We determine the indecomposables in the categories S2(n) and S2(k[T ]/T n). There
is a subtle difference in the orbit structure of the Auslander–Reiten quivers, depending on
whether n is even or odd.
Consider the following quiver:
and the corresponding algebra B+ given by the usual commutativity and nilpotence re-
lations. We will see that with one exception, the indecomposables in S2(n), up to the
shift, correspond to the representations of Q+ which have support in the Dynkin diagram
Dn+1 indicated by the solid dots and lines. The correspondence is given by mapping the
B+-moduleM to the representationM∗ of Q˜, as follows:
M : M 1
j 1
 
M  2
a 2
 
j 2
 
· · ·
 
M 0 M 1b1
 M 2b2
 
· · ·
 
M * : M 0
1
M  1
j 1
j 1 b1
 M  2
a 2
 
j 2
 
· · ·
 
M 0 M 1b1
 M 2b2
 
· · ·
 
The following lemma is easily veriﬁed.
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Lemma 3.3. Let M ∈ S2(n) be such a module that Mi = 0 for i < 0. The following
statements are equivalent:
1. The map j0 is an isomorphism.
2. MN∗ for some B+-module N .
3. There is no nonzero mapM → Y [0].
The left hand part of the Auslander–Reiten quiver for B+ has the following form; an
objectM is represented by the dimension vector of the corresponding objectM∗ inS2(n).
The boxedmodules are I [0] and Y [1] and the shaded areawill be the fundamental domain
D. Note that in case that n is odd, the positions of the predecessor of Y [1] and of I [0] have
to be exchanged. This is due to the operation of Gabriel’s Frobenius permutation (see [7,
6.5, p.48]): If n + 1 is even, then the projective modules Pi corresponding to the point i
in the Dynkin diagram Dn+1 occur in the same -orbits as the injective module Ii for this
point; if n+ 1 is odd, the modules P ′1 and I0= I [0] are in the same orbit, and so are P0 and
I ′1 (which is at the position of the successor of Y [1] in the Auslander–Reiten quiver of the
Dynkin diagram).
Next, we determine the indecomposable representations of Sm(n), up to the shift. Let
M be an indecomposable representation such thatMi = 0=Mi′ for all i < 0, and such that
M0 = 0. If j0 is an isomorphism, then M is a B+-module and has a non-zero map to the
injective representation I [0]. If j0 is not an isomorphism, thenM[1] is aB+-module, and the
factor N := (M/Im (ji)i)[1] has a non-zero map to Y [1]. Thus, the set D of predecessors
of either I [0] or Y [1] as indicated by the shaded region in the above diagram, contains a
full set of representatives for the indecomposable representations ofSm(n), up to the shift.
Conversely,D consists only of objects inS2(n) since no module of dimension type ···010······000···
has a nonzero map into one of the indecomposables inD. In conclusion,D consists of those
indecomposablesM inS2(n) which satisfy the following three conditions:
(1) For each i < 0, the vector spaceMi = 0,
(2) the mapM(0) is an isomorphism, and
(3) ifM0 = 0 thenM(1) is not an isomorphism.
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It follows thatD is a fundamental domain for the shift; we read off thatD contains 1+ 2+
· · · + (n− 1)+ n+ (n− 2)+ 2= n(n+ 1)/2+ n= n2 (n+ 3) indecomposable objects.
Note that the modules in the antidiagonal on the right hand side of D are exactly the
shifted copies of the modules on the diagonal on the left side within D. Thus, in order to
obtain the Auslander–Reiten quiver forS2(n), one veriﬁes as in the case wherem= 1 that
each of the source maps of a module in D in the category B+-mod is also a source map in
the categoryS2(n).
The Auslander–Reiten quiver for S2(n) is obtained by “attaching” the shifted copies
D[i] of the fundamental domain to each other, as above in the case m = 1. In the two
examples below, the dashed line separates the modules in D from those in D[1].
In order to obtain the Auslander–Reiten quiver forS2(k[T ]/T n), identify the modules
on the left edge with their shifted copies on the right. The type of this identiﬁcation depends
on whether n is even or odd, and is indicated by the letters A–D. We conclude:
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Proposition 3.4. For m= 2 and n> 2, the categorySm(k[T ]/T n) has n/2(n+ 3) inde-
composable representations, namely the following:
In case n is even, there are stable modules on the boundary of the Auslander–Reiten quiver.
The stable part of this quiver has type ZAn/(n+1)/2, where  is the quiver automorphism
of the Dynkin diagram An of order two, and hence for each stable representation M , the
formulaMn+1(M) holds. There are two orbits attached to the stable part, one contains
n − 1 modules between P and I ; the other one consists only of the projective injective
representation Y .
In case n is odd, there are no stable modules on the boundary of the Auslander–Reiten
quiver. The stable part has type ZAn−2/(n+1)/2; each moduleM on the central axis sat-
isﬁes M(n+1)/2(M), each stable module satisﬁes Mn+1(M). There is a non-stable
-orbit of length 2n containing the projective representation P and the injective represen-
tation I ; attached to this orbit is the projective injective module Y .
Here are two examples for illustration.
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3.3. The case m= n− 1
There are seven more pairs m<n left for which the category Sm(k[T ]/T n) has ﬁnite
or tame type. In this section we are dealing with the three cases where m = n − 1. We
have observed above that in the categoryS(k[T ]/T n) the modules P and I are isomorphic
objects. This projective injective module is the only indecomposable object which is not in
the categorySn−1(k[T ]/T n).
Lemma 3.5. Letm=n−1. The categorySm(n) is the full subcategory ofS(n) consisting
of all indecomposables inS(n) with the exception of the projective injective modules I [i],
i ∈ Z. The Auslander–Reiten quiver for Sm(n) is obtained as the full subquiver of the
Auslander–Reiten quiver forS(n) given by deleting the points corresponding to the I [i].
Proof. Any representation M ∈ S(n) for which the subspace is not annihilated by n−1
admits an embedding of the projective–injective representation I [i] inS(n), for some i; this
embedding is split exact. For the proof of the second assertion, consider anAuslander–Reiten
sequence inS(n) which contains one of the modules I [i]S(n) as a summand of the middle
term. Here wewrite I [i]S(n)=(Ii ⊆ Ii) for Ii the injective kA∞∞/n-module corresponding
to the point i.
0−−→(rad Ii ⊆ Ii)
(
ai
ci
)
−−→
(Ii⊆Ii )⊕
(rad Ii/soc Ii⊆Ii/soc Ii )
(bidi )−−→(Ii/soc Ii ⊆ Ii/soc Ii)−−→0
Note that the module (rad Ii ⊆ Ii) is just the object I [i] in the category Sm(n) and the
map ci is its source map. Similarly, (Ii/soc Ii ⊆ Ii/soc Ii) is the object P [i + 1] inSm(n)
and di is its sink map. In conclusion, the Auslander–Reiten quiver for Sm(n) is obtained
from the Auslander–Reiten quiver for S(n) by deleting the points corresponding to the
projective injective modules and the arrows representing the above maps ai and bi . 
Example. Assume m = 3 and n = 4. The Auslander–Reiten quiver forS3(4) is obtained
from the Auslander–Reiten quiver for S(4) by deleting the points corresponding to the
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projective and injective modules. (We are not deleting the modules of type Y [i] at the
bottom which are projective and relatively injective.)
Using covering theory, one obtains an analogue of Lemma 3.5 for categories of type
Sn−1(k[T ]/T n).
Example. TheAuslander–Reitenquiver forS3(k[T ]/T 4) is obtainedby identifying the left
border with the right along the arrows in the above diagram. By deleting the projective in-
jective module in S(k[T ]/T 4), the stable type of the category is reduced from ZE6/3
to ZD4/′3 where  and ′ are automorphisms of order two for the Dynkin diagrams E6
and D4, respectively. Thus, in the Auslander–Reiten quiver for S3(k[T ]/T 4), there is a
stable orbit of period three in the middle with a stable orbit of period six above and below
it. On the outside of this second orbit is a nonstable orbit, also of length six, which has
the projective injective module Y attached to it. This part of the quiver can be realized
as a Möbius band in three dimensions. However, there is a second stable orbit of period
three, also attached to the orbit in the middle. This “balcony” cannot be realized in three
dimensions.
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3.4. The case m= 3, n= 5
In this example, we obtain the Auslander–Reiten quiver for S3(5) from the
Auslander–Reiten quiver of the path algebra of the following quiver with commutativity and
nilpotence relations as indicated. We omit the details as the process appears
similar to the cases where m= 2, and even easier than the case m= 3 and n= 7 below.
Proposition 3.6. The category S3(k[T ]/T 5) has 37 indecomposable objects, up to iso-
morphism. The Auslander–Reiten quiver has ﬁve stable orbits, four of length 5 and one
of length 10; the stable type is ZD6/5 where  permutes the two short branches of the
Dynkin diagram D6 and hence creates the long orbit in the Auslander–Reiten quiver. At-
tached to this long orbit is a nonstable orbit from P to I of length 6; the projective injective
module Y is attached to the short orbit corresponding to the endpoint of the long branch of
the diagram D6.
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3.5. Case m= 3, n= 6
One obtains the indecomposables in, and the Auslander–Reiten quiver for the category
S3(6) from the Auslander–Reiten quiver for the path algebra of the following quiver, with
the relations as indicated. Again, we omit the proof.
Proposition 3.7. The category S3(k[T ]/T 6) has 84 indecomposable objects and hence
is the largest among the categories of typeSm(k[T ]/T n) which are representation ﬁnite.
The stable part of the Auslander–Reiten quiver has type ZE8/10. There is a nonstable orbit
of length 3 from P to I attached to the orbit for the endpoint of the branch in the Dynkin
diagram E8 of length 2; and the module Y is attached to the orbit for the endpoint of the
branch of length 4.
Two indecomposable objects appear to be of particular interest as they are the only ones (in
any of the representation ﬁnite categories of typeSm(k[T ]/T n)) for which the submodule
is a free module of rank 2. LetX1 be the module on the intersection of the ray starting at P
and the coray ending at I , and put X2 = 5X1 = −5X1. The two modules are pictured as
follows.
Both X1 and X2 have as submodule two copies of k[T ]/T 3. In X1 the copies are
shifted against each other, in X2 they are not. In fact, S3(k[T ]/T 6) is the only repre-
sentation ﬁnite category in which the indecomposable summands of the submodule are
not all pairwise nonisomorphic. Besides X1 and X2, there are six more such indecom-
posables in S3(k[T ]/T 6) where the subgroup is isomorphic to 2 · k[T ]/T 3 ⊕ k[T ]/T ;
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note that this is the subgroup of the modules in the radical family in S3(k[T ]/T 7). Con-
cerning the total spaces, there are three indecomposable modules for which the total space
has isomorphic indecomposable summands, and which live in a representation ﬁnite cat-
egory of type Sm(k[T ]/T n). Two of them, Z1 and Z2, have two isomorphic summands
of type k[T ]/T 3 and k[T ]/T 6, respectively, which are not shifted against each other. Both
occur on the central orbit inS3(k[T ]/T 6). The third one, Z3 fromS4(k[T ]/T 5), has two
summands of type k[T ]/T 5 that are shifted against each other.
3.6. The case m= 3, n= 7
The categoryS3(k[T ]/T 7) is the ﬁrst of two categories of tame inﬁnite representation
type considered in detail in this paper. The indecomposable objects occur either in a stable
family of tubes of tubular type (5, 3, 2) or in a connecting component. We use the inde-
composables of dimension type given by the radical vector of the tubular family to obtain
a second minimal family of subgroup embeddings, as indicated in the introduction.
First consider the covering categoryS3(7). Let B0 be the algebra given by the following
quiver and the commutativity relation as indicated.
This algebra is tame concealed of type E˜8, according to the list of Happel and Vossiek [10,
A.2], and hence the Auslander–Reiten quiver consists of a preprojective component P, a
familyT0 of tubes, and a preinjective componentI0. With three exceptions, the tubes are
homogeneous and contain representations of dimension type a multiple of 23200002454321 . For later
use we picture the mouth for each of the remaining three big tubes of circumference 2, 3
and 5.
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It turns out that the preinjective componentI0 contains the radicals of the modules P [3]
and Y [1]. Consider the corresponding iterated one point extension algebra B1 given by the
following quiverQ1 and the indicated relations.
We picture a part of the component I1 obtained from I0 by inserting the two rays for
P [3] and Y [1]. From this component we are going to obtain the connecting component U
forS3(7).
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The diagram actually pictures part of the connecting component U as we have already
deleted the module S′2 which occurs as −1Y [1] (in I1) in the upper right corner. Due
to the presence of S′2, not all modules in I1 are in S3(7), but certainly those in the
shaded region R (which forms a slice) and those on the left of R are. Each module M
in S3(7) which lies in R or which admits a path from R has no nonzero morphism
into the module Y [1] and hence is a module over the algebra B2 given by the quiver
Q2 and the relations as indicated. Namely, if Hom (M, Y [1]) = 0, then also Hom ((0 ⊆
(Mi/ImM(i ))), Y [1]) = 0 and hence M(1) is an isomorphism and M a B2-module, as
seen in Lemma 3.3.
Note that by deleting the point 0 in Q2 we get back the quiver Q0, up to a shift.
Let I 0 be the socle factor of the B2-module I0. Then I 0[−1] occurs in the preprojective
component P for B0. The component P[1] with the corresponding coextension becomes
the preprojective componentP2 for B2. Thus, the Auslander–Reiten quiver for B2 consists
of this preprojective component P2, the tubular family T = T0[1], and the pre-
injective component I0[1]. Since the modules S′2 and S′3 occur in I0[1], all modules in
P2 and in T are objects in S3(7). The shaded region R above occurs as a slice in P2.
Let U consist of the left hand part of I0 and the right hand part of P2, with the two
copies of R identiﬁed. We observe that the injective module I [1] occurs as −5Z where
Z is the irreducible successor of Y [1]. Hence U has stable type ZE˜8 and
there are two nonstable -orbits of length ten and one attached, as sketched
above.
We claim that D = U ∨T forms a fundamental domain for S3(7), modulo the shift
M → M[1]. Clearly, D consists of pairwise nonisomorphic modules since they are pair-
wise nonisomorphic as B1-modules. As D′ = P ∨ T0 ∨ U contains the injective I [0]
and the relatively injective Y [1] but no unextended radicals of projective representations
in S3(7), it follows that every indecomposable module in S3(7) has a translate in D′.
Moreover, each module in the preprojective component P for B0 occurs in some cate-
goryT[i] or U[i], as indicated below. For example, the modules of dimension type 110111 ,
1100
1211 and
10000
11111 occur in the component U[−1] as radP [2], 5radP [2] and 2radP [2],
respectively.
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We show that D consists of components of the Auslander–Reiten quiver for S3(7).
The source maps in D are as follows: If M ∈ D has a path into R then the source
map M → N is a source map in the category B1-mod, otherwise it is a source map
in B2-mod. Let B∗ = B1 or B∗ = B2 for the ﬁrst and second case, respectively. In each
case, M → N is a source map in the category S3(7): Let T ∈ D[i] be an inde-
composable object and t : M → T a nonisomorphism. If i = 0 and T ∈ B∗-mod,
then t factors through N (this includes the case that B∗ = B1 and T is a B2-module).
Otherwise, T has a path into R and M has not, so Hom B1(M, T ) = 0. If i > 0 then
T is a module over an iterated one point extension algebra B+ for B∗ and the com-
ponent for M in the Auslander–Reiten quiver for B∗-mod is also a component for the
Auslander–Reiten quiver for B+ (since all radicals of projective indecomposable objects
have been extended). Again, t factors through N . Finally, if i < 0 then HomS(M, T ) =
Hom B+(M[−i], T [−i])= 0 since T [−i] is a B1-module andM a module over an iterated
one point extension algebraB+. Hence theAuslander–Reiten quiver forS3(7) is as pictured
below.
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Proposition 3.8 (Separation properties ofS3(7)). 1. LetPT [i]=∨j<i(T[j ]∨U[j+1])
andIT [i]=∨j>i(U[j ]∨T[j ]). ThenT[i] separatesPT [i] fromIT [i] in the sense that
Hom (T[i],PT [i])= Hom (IT [i],T[i])= Hom (IT [i],PT [i])= 0
and that for every map f ∈ Hom (M,N) whereM ∈ PT [i] andN ∈ IT [i], and for every
tubeT	 inT[i] the map f factors through a sum of objects inT	.
2. If PU [i] =∨j<i (U[j ] ∨T[j ]) and IU [i] =∨j>i (T[j − 1] ∨ U[j ]) then U[i]
separates PU [i] from IU [i] in the sense that
Hom (U[i],PU [i])= Hom (IU [i],U[i])= Hom (IU [i],PU [i])= 0
holds and that for every map f ∈ Hom (M,N) whereM ∈ PU [i] and N ∈ IU [i] and for
every slice R in U[i] the map f factors through a sum of objects in R.
Proof. First we determine the minimal left and right approximations for certain objects in
S3(7) in B2-mod. Suppose that M ∈ S3(7) has support in the set {i|i7} ∪ {i′|i3}.
Then the map
is a minimal left approximation forM in B2-mod. Similarly, ifM has support in {i|i0} ∪
{i′|i0} and if j0 and j1 are isomorphisms, then the inclusion
is a minimal right approximation forM in B2-mod.
For the proof of the ﬁrst assertion, we assume that i = 0. Then T[0] is the tubular
family for B2. The statement about the nonexistence of homomorphisms follows from the
corresponding statement about preprojective, regular, and preinjective B2-modules and the
fact that the minimal left approximation of an object inPT [0] is a preprojective B2-module
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and the minimal right approximation of an object in IT [0] is a preinjective B2-module.
If f ∈ Hom (M,N) and T	 a tube in T[0], then f factors through both the minimal
left approximation for M and the minimal right approximation for N and hence through
T	.
For the second assertion we use the fact that the minimal left approximation for an object
inPU [1] is a preprojective or regular B2-module, that the minimal right approximation for
an object in IU [0] is regular or preinjective, that the minimal right approximation for an
object in U[1] is preinjective as a B2-module and that the minimal left approximation for
a module in U[0] is preprojective. Each claim about the nonexistence of homomorphisms
follows for either i=0 or i=1. To show the last assertion, let f ∈ Hom (M,N)whereM ∈
PU [0] and N ∈ IU [0], and letR be a slice inU[0]. Since the minimal left approximation
for M is a preprojective B2-module, f factors through a preprojective B2-module. Using
the property of source maps inB2-mod, we obtain that f factors through some slice inU[0]
which we may assume to be on the right hand side ofR (where all objects are preprojective
B2-modules); and using the property of sink maps in U it follows that f actually factors
through R. 
Note that allmodules inU and inT aremodules over someﬁnite dimensional algebra, and
henceS3(7) is locally support ﬁnite. Theorem 2.3 above yields the following information
about the corresponding categoryS3(k[T ]/T 7).
Theorem 3.9. The category S3(k[T ]/T 7) consists of a P1(k)-family of stable tubes of
type (5, 3, 2) and of a connecting componentU of stable orbit type ZE˜8 with two nonstable
orbits of length 10 and 1 attached. Homomorphisms in the inﬁnite radical of T factor
through any slice inU, and maps in the inﬁnite radical ofU factor through any of the tubes
inT.
The two nonstable orbits in U and the mouths of the big tubes are pictured below.
The indecomposables on the mouth of the homogeneous tubes which do not involve any
ﬁeld extensions have the following type:
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The tube of circumference ﬁve inS3(k[T ]/T 7).
The tube of circumference three inS3(k[T ]/T 7).
where  ∈ k\{0,−1}. For  = ∞ we obtain the last module in the ﬁfth row in the tube
of circumference ﬁve; for  = 0, (A ⊆ B) is the second module in the third row in the
tube of circumference three; and for =−1 one obtains the ﬁrst module in the second row in
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the tube of circumference two below. The isomorphism is as follows:
(The ﬁrst isomorphism is given by subtracting the ﬁrst generator of the subgroup from the
second; if the big group has generators x7, x6, x4, x3, x1, then the second isomorphism is
obtained by replacing x6 by x′6 = x6 + T x7 and x3 by x′3 = x3 + −1T x4; for the third
isomorphism we multiply the second and the third generator of the subgroup by −1 and
replace x′6 by x′′6 = −1x′6; the last isomorphism is just a rearrangement of the columns.)
The tube of circumference two inS3(k[T ]/T 7).
In particular, the objects (A ⊆ B) pictured above are indecomposable and pairwise
nonisomorphic for  ∈ k ∪ {∞}. We deduce the corresponding information about the
subgroup embeddings (C ⊆ D) studied in the introduction.
Corollary 3.10. For  ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}, the subgroup embeddings (C ⊆ D) in the
introduction are indecomposable and pairwise nonisomorphic objects inS3(Z/p7).
Proof. Consider the layer functors Li :S3(Z/p7)→ modZ/p7 deﬁned by
L2(A ⊆ B)= (p4B ∩ p−20B)+ (p2B ∩ p−10B) and
Li(A ⊆ B)= p2−i (L2(A ⊆ B)) for i = 2.
For each i, the ith layer Li =Li(A ⊆ B) is a subgroup of B, and the sequence (Li)i deﬁnes
a ﬁltration for B, as follows:
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The vector spaces Mi = Li/Li−1 and M ′i = A ∩ Li/A ∩ Li−1 together with the linear
maps obtained from the multiplication by p deﬁne a Z/p-linear representation of Q˜. In
fact, the composition of this construction with the covering functor gives rise to an additive
functor S3(Z/p7) → S3((Z/p)[T ]/T 7) which maps the subgroup embeddings (C ⊆
D) from the introduction to the above objects (A ⊆ B) inS3((Z/p)[T ]/T 7). Since the
objects (A ⊆ B) are indecomposable and pairwise nonisomorphic for  ∈ Z/p, so are the
subgroup embeddings (C ⊆ D). 
3.7. The cases m= 3, n8
For m4 and n7 or for m3 and n8, the categories Sm(n) and Sm(k[T ]/T n)
have wild representation type. In [14], it is shown that S4(k[T ]/T 7) in fact is controlled
k-wild with a single control object. Here we show the following result.
Proposition 3.11. For n8, the categories S3(n) and S3(k[T ]/T n) have wild
representation type. Moreover, the category S3(n) is even endo-wild in the sense that
any ﬁnite dimensional k-algebra can be realized as the endomorphism ring of an object in
S3(n).
Proof. The algebra B0 given by the quiver
with the commutativity relation as indicated is tilted from a wild hereditary algebra of type
˜˜
E8 by using a preprojective tilting module, and hence has wild representation type. Indeed,
the tilting functor is deﬁned by forming the pushout of the commutative square. The simple
B0-modules S′1 and S′2 occur in the preinjective component and hence the categoryS3(n)
contains as a full subcategory the category of regular B0-modules (which is equivalent
to the category of regular k ˜˜E8-modules). Since any ﬁnite dimensional k-algebra can be
realized as the endomorphism ring of some regular B0-module, it can also be realized as
the endomorphism ring of an object inS3(n). 
3.8. The case m= 4, n= 6
The category S4(k[T ]/T 6) has tame inﬁnite representation type, and the Auslander–
Reiten quiver consists of a family of tubes and a connecting component, similar to the
situation in S3(k[T ]/T 7). We also consider S4(k[T ]/T 6) as a subcategory of
S(k[T ]/T 6).
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First we investigate the covering categoryS4(6). We will see that the Auslander–Reiten
quiver has the following global structure:
Here,T consists of aP1(k)-family of tubesT of type (5, 3, 2); all the tubes inT are stable
with the exception of the big tube which contains the projective injective module Y [2]. The
connecting componentU has stable part of type ZE˜8, to which a non-stable orbit of length
six is attached.
It turns out that most indecomposables in S4(6) have a translate under the shift which
is a module over the following algebra B given by the quiver Q and the relations as
indicated.
First we show that the Auslander–Reiten quiver of B has the following structure:
Let Q0 be the full subquiver obtained from Q by deleting the points 4′ and 6, and let B0
be the algebra given by Q0 and the commutativity relation as indicated. This algebra is
tame concealed of tubular type (4, 3, 2), and as radP6 occurs on the mouth of the big tube,
and radP ′4 is preinjective, it follows that the preprojective component P0 of B0 forms a
preprojective component for B. We will picture this component later. Here is the mouth of
the 4-tube for B0.
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Let B1 be the algebra obtained from B0 by a one-point extension at radP6 which is the
module labelled by a * in the above diagram. Thus, B1 is the pathalgebra of the quiverQ1
obtained from Q by deleting the point 4′, with the induced relations. This algebra B1 is
tame domestic, and according to [10, Theorem 4.9.2], its module category consists of the
following subcategories:
(a) The preprojective component P0,
(b) a tubular familyT1 of type (5, 3, 2), obtained from the tubular family for B0 by a ray
insertion in the 4-tube, and
(c) a preinjective component I1.
The tubular family separatesP0 fromI1. The componentI1 contains the module radP [4]
as a -successor of I [0], so when we insert a ray at radP [4] we obtain a component of B-
modules; this is the component U which we picture here.
The modules in the shaded regionR and on the right hand side of it have no nonzero maps
into I [0] and hence are modules over the algebra B2, which is given by the quiver Q2
obtained from Q by deleting the point 0, and by the two commutativity relations. It turns
out thatR forms a slice in the preprojective component for B2; it follows that the right hand
part of U is just the right hand part of this component.
The algebra B2 is tame concealed of tubular type (5, 3, 2); besides the modules in the
preprojective componentP2, there is a family of tubesT2 and a preinjective componentI2.
The tubular family separates P2 from I2, and hence—when considered a tubular family
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of B-modules — it separates P0,T1, and U from I2. This ﬁnishes our description of the
Auslander–Reiten quiver for B.
Note that none of the objects of type Y [i] in S4(6) occurs as a B-module, so we have
to perform another—ﬁnal—extension. Consider the mouth of the big tube in T2, which
contains the module rad Y [2], labelled by a star.
Let B ′ denote the algebra obtained from B by a one-point extension at rad Y [2]. The
Auslander–Reiten quiver for B ′ has the following global structure:
Since D′ = P0 ∨T1 ∨ U ∨T′2 contains the injective representation I [0] and the rela-
tively injective presentation Y [2] but no unextended radicals of projective representations,
it follows that every indecomposable inS4(6) has a translate inD′ with respect to the shift.
We observe that the simple module S′2 occurs at the mouth of the big tube inT
′
2 while
the simple modules S′3 and S′4 lie in I
′
2. Thus, all the modules in P0 ∨T1 ∨U ∨T′2 are
representations ofS4(6), with the exception of the modules in the ray starting at S′2. Let E
be the tube obtained from the nonstable tube E′ inT′2 by deleting the ray starting at S′2.
Lemma 3.12. 1. The tube E is a connected component of the Auslander–Reiten quiver of
S4(6).
2. LetT be the family of tubes obtained fromT2 by replacing the nonstable tube by E.
Then D=U ∨T is a fundamental domain for the shift inS4(6).
Proof. 1. After the ray deletion, the tube consists only of objects inS4(6). We show that
all source maps are source maps in S4(6) ∩ B ′-mod. Consider the subgraph of E′ where
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Vi, Vi+1 are on the ray starting at S′2.
Then the map Vi → Wi is a left approximation for Vi in S4(6), and the map f : Ui →
Ui+1⊕Wi , being the composition of the source map with the left approximation, is a source
map in the category B ′-mod∩S4(6).We will see later that — as in the case of the category
S3(7)— f in fact is a source map inS4(6).
Here is the mouth of the 5-tube inT, after this operation.
2.We observe that the modules inT1 are contained inT[−1]; and the only representations
of T[−1] which are not in T1 lie in the coray ending at Y [1]. To ﬁnish the proof one
checks that each representation inP0 has a translate inD. Here we pictureP0 and indicate
for each representation to which categoryT[i] or U[i] it belongs. 
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TheAuslander–Reiten sequences inU and inT actually areAuslander–Reiten sequences
in the category S4(6): Let B+ be obtained from the algebra B ′ by forming iterated one
point extensions at radicals of projective S4(6)-modules. Such radicals occur only in the
categoryI′2, so the componentsU andT′2 are components of theAuslander–Reiten quiver
for B+. The argument in the ﬁrst statement in Lemma 3.12 yields that U andT (which is
T′2 ∩S4(6)) consist of Auslander–Reiten sequences inS4(6)∩B+-mod. It follows, as in
the case m= 1, that they are Auslander–Reiten sequences inS4(6).
The category S4(6) has separation properties similar to those for S3(7). The result
corresponding to Proposition 3.8 can be shown as in the section onS3(7), or by using the
separation properties in the big categoryS(6) studied in [12].
Using covering theory, we obtain the following conclusion forS4(k[T ]/T 6).
Proposition 3.13. The categoryS4(k[T ]/T 6) consists of:
• a P1(k) family of tubesT of type (5, 3, 2) where all tubes are stable with the exception
of the tube of circumference ﬁve pictured below which contains one nonstable module
Y, and
• the connecting component U which has stable orbit type E˜8 and a nonstable orbit of
length 6 from P to I.
Moreover, homomorphisms in the inﬁnite radical of T factor through any slice in U,
and homomorphisms in the inﬁnite radical of U factor through any of the tubes
inT.
We now consider S4(k[T ]/T 6) as a full subcategory of S(k[T ]/T 6), this is a tubular
category of tubular type (6, 3, 2), so each indecomposable occurs in a tube and the set of
tubes is indexed by a rational angle 	 ∈ Q/Z and an irreducible polynomial in P1(k) (see
[12]). All tubes are stable with the exception of the tube T60 of circumference six in the
family of index 	 = 0 + Z. We will need the modules X and Z below which occur as ﬁrst
term and as end term of theAuslander–Reiten sequence which contains P = I as summand
of the middle term and which forms part of the mouth ofT60.
Each indecomposable object (A ⊆ B) for which A has a summand of type k[T ]/T 5 admits
a monomorphism from Z and has a map into X which is an epimorphism on the subspaces.
Note that the subspaces in X and in Z are shifted against each other by one box. It follows
that (A ⊆ B) occurs either on the ray starting at Z or on the coray ending at X or in a
tubular family of index 	 = 0 + Z. Conversely, the stable tubes of index 	 = 0 + Z form
the stable tubes in the family of tubesT in S4(k[T ]/T 6) above. And the nonstable tube
inT is obtained from the nonstable tube inT60 by deleting P = I and the modules on the
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ray starting at Z and the modules on the coray ending at X, as follows.
The tube of circumference ﬁve inS4(k[T ]/T 6).
The inclusion map Z → X factors over some module in each of the tubes with index
	 = 0+Z. Thus, each tube with 	 = 0+Z has a module on its mouth which has k[T ]/T 5 as
summand of the subspace—with one possible exception: The Auslander–Reiten sequence
inS(k[T ]/T 6) (involving the modules I and P fromS4(k[T ]/T 6))
has the property that the sequence of subspaces is not split exact, and it is the only
Auslander–Reiten sequence with this property in which a summand of type k[T ]/T 4 in
the subspace is involved. This sequence occurs on the mouth of the tubeT61/2 of circum-
ference six and index 	= 12 + Z, and henceT61/2 ∩S4(k[T ]/T 6) consists of all modules
on the wing bounded by the mouth of the tube, the ray starting at the end term and the
coray ending at the ﬁrst term of the above sequence. There are three indecomposables in
T31/2 ∩S4(k[T ]/T 6) which form an Auslander–Reiten sequence along the mouth and a
single module inT21/2∩S4(k[T ]/T 6). This wing triple of size (6, 2, 1) forms the diamond
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shaped center piece of the connecting component U, as pictured below.
The diamond in the connecting component inS4(k[T ]/T 6).
Of particular interest is the module on the intersection of the ray starting at P and
the coray ending at I. It is the only indecomposable object in S4(k[T ]/T 6) in
which the subgroup has two summands of type k[T ]/T 4 which are shifted against each
other.
We conclude with the remark that the connecting component U is in fact made up from
many more and smaller diamonds. For example, for each fraction of type 	 = 1/n or of
type 	 = (n − 1)/n where n3, the tubular family in S(k[T ]/T 6) of index 	 + Z in-
tersected with S4(k[T ]/T 6) consists exactly of three wings of size(5, 2, 1). These wing
triples are aligned in U according to their index. For example, the irreducible predeces-
sor of P (pictured on the left) occurs in the wing of sidelength ﬁve from T61/3 and the
irreducible successor of I (pictured on the right) occurs in the wing of length ﬁve in
T62/3.
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